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WEAK AMENABILITY OF RIGHT-ANGLED COXETER GROUPS
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(Communicated by Palle E. T. Jorgensen)

Abstract. We show that the representation-theoretic result of Januszkiewicz

has an impact on harmonic analysis and operator algebras; more precisely, right-

angled Coxeter groups are weakly amenable with Cowling-Haagerup constant 1;

as a consequence, von Neumann algebras with Cowling-Haagerup constant > 1

are not embeddable into the von Neumann algebra of a right-angled Coxeter

group.

This is an appendix to T. Januszkiewicz's paper For right-angled Coxeter

groups z^1 is a coefficient of a uniformly bounded representation [Ja].

For a locally compact group G, we denote by A(G) the Fourier algebra of

G and by M0A(G) the algebra of completely bounded multipliers of A(G). We
say that G is weakly amenable tn the sense of Cowling and Haagerup [CH] if

there exists a number M > 1 and a net (y/i)iei in A(G) such that

(i) \\¥i\\M0A(G) <M for all i£l;

(ii) (ipi)iei converges to 1 uniformly on compact subsets of G.

The CH-constant AG is the infimum of all Af's for which such a net (y/f)iei

can be found. The aim of this note is to deduce from [Ja] the following:

Theorem. Let Y be a right-angled Coxeter group; then T is weakly amenable,

with CH-constant Ar = 1.

The Theorem follows immediately from the following Proposition, by apply-

ing it to the holomorphic family (nz)zeD of uniformly bounded representations

of T constructed in [Ja], and to the word length function L: Y -> N: g -*

L(g) = \g\- Here and below, D denotes the open unit disk in C.

Proposition. Let G be a locally compact group, endowed with a proper contin-

uous function L: G —> N which is zero at 1 e G. Assume that there exists a

holomorphic family (nz)zeo of uniformly bounded strongly continuous represen-

tations of G on a fixed Hilbert space %f, with n, unitary for t e ]0, 1[, and a

vector £ e <%? such that, for any z e D and g e G,

zLM = (nz(g)Z\$).

Then G is weakly amenable, with CH-constant Ao = 1.
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Proof of the Proposition. For z € D, denote by \pz the function g —> zL(g) on

G. Then z —» \pz is a holomorphic map from D to A/o^4(C7).

For N e N, let

7^(e'e) -Vfi- -^M e""> -   1~cos(jV+1)g
I^V    iV+lJ       -(AT+l)(l-cost9)

be the Fejer kernel. It has the two following properties:

(a) FN > 0;
(b) F^ is an approximate identity, i.e., for any continuous function / on

the circle Sx,

lim (27T)-1 / n FN(eie)f(e'e)d9 = f(l)

(see [Zy, p. 45] for details). Now, for 0 < r < 1, set

Q>Nr = (2n)-x f" FN(e'e)ipreied9.
Jo

Then <&N,r belongs to MqA(G) ; using (a), we have

p2n

\\®N,r - Vr\\M0A(G) = (2tt)-1      /      FN(eW)(\pre,e - ipr)d9
0 M0A(G)

< (2n)~x f   FN(eie)\\ipre,e - ^II^(C)d9.
Jo

Appealing to (b), we conclude

lim   \\^N,r-Wr\\M0A(G) = 0.
N—>oo

Now ||yr||jiM(G) = 1 because nr is unitary. So we have simultaneously

lim ||*jv,r||jiM(o = 1
yv—»oo

and
lim lim Ojv, r = 1     uniformly on compact subsets of G.
r—>1 N—>oo

Suppose that we know that Q>N,r belongs to A(G); then it follows straight from

the definitions that AG = 1. To check that O^ r is in A(G), we compute

d>N,r(g) = (2n)-1 fn £  [l- J^Ue'"e(re'e)L^d9

J°     \n\<N L J

= I (* " ^M ) rL(8)     ifLW^N>

(, 0 otherwise.

This shows that O^>r has compact support on G. Set K = {k e G: L(k) = 0} .

Fix re]0, 1[; then'

k e K & (nr(k)Z\Z) = 1 *> 7ir(k)Z = i.

This shows that K is a compact open subgroup of G. Moreover, for k e K

and g EG,

rL^s) = (k,,*-1*)^) = (7cr(g)Z\Mk)Z) = rL{8)
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so that L(k~xg) = L(g). Let Xk be the characteristic function of K; we

normalize Haar measure on G in such a way that K has measure 1. Then,

using the fact that <£>N.r(g) only depends on L(g), we have

XK*<bN,r(g)=   I <&N,r(k-Xg)dk=   j <PN ,r(g) dk = Ojv ,r(g) ■
Jk Jk

The equality XK*Q>N,r = Q>n,r shows that <$>N,r belongs to A(G), as a convo-

lution of two continuous functions with compact support. This completes the
proof of the Proposition.

We are grateful to the referee for suggesting the use of the Fejer kernel,

allowing us to simplify the proof and to remove a superfluous extra assumption

from the original version of the Proposition.

Remark. Let X be a locally finite tree. Fix a vertex xo . There is a holomorphic

family (nz)zeD of uniformly bounded representations of AutAf on l2(X),

unitary for t e ]0, 1[ and such that, for g e Aut X,

(7tz(g)SXo\8Xo) = z^-^\,

where \gxo~xo\ is the distance between xo and gxo (see [Sz, VI]). The above
Proposition then shows that any closed subgroup of Aut X is weakly amenable

with C77-constant Ag = 1. For other proofs of this fact, see Theorem 8 in

[Sz] and Proposition 8 in [V2]; see also [BP] for important special cases.

For a discrete group Y, we denote by vN(r) the von Neumann algebra of

T, i.e., the bicommutant of the left regular representation of T. For a von

Neumann algebra M, one may define a C77-constant A^ (see [CH, §6]; one

has Ap = AvN(r) [CH, Proposition 6.1]). If Af is a von Neumann algebra with

a finite faithful trace (this is automatic for group von Neumann algebras) and

N is a von Neumann subalgebra, then AN < A.M [CH, Proposition 6.3]. It

follows that our theorem has the following immediate consequence:

Corollary. Let Y be a right-angled Coxeter group; let N be a von Neumann

algebra with A# > 1. Then N is not isomorphic to any von Neumann subalge-
bra of vN(T).

This Corollary has to be compared to the following result (see [De, Theorem

4.11.1]): if T is any Coxeter group and if N is a II i-factor with property (T) in

the sense of Connes-Jones [CJ], then N is not isomorphic to any von Neumann

subalgebra of vN(r).
We conclude by mentioning three open questions of harmonic analysis on

general Coxeter groups; all of them are related to weak forms of amenability,

as discussed in [V3]. We conjecture that the answer is affirmative for all.

(1) Are Coxeter groups weakly amenable with C77-constant 1? In view of

the above Proposition, this would be the case if the results of [Ja] are proved

for all Coxeter groups.

(2) Are Coxeter groups A^-amenable in the sense of Cuntz [Cu]? Note that

this is the case for a right-angled Coxeter group Y; indeed, Pimsner has shown

that an amalgamated product of two 7C-amenable groups its itself K-amenable

[Pi]. Now, we may assume that at least one weight m,7 in the Coxeter diagram

of T is oo (otherwise T is finite); then T is an amalgamated product of

two right-angled Coxeter groups with less generators than Y; an immediate
induction gives the result.
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(3) Let r be a Coxeter group and « > 1 an integer. Does the reduced

C*-algebra of Y have the ^-positive approximation property? This is not even

known for right-angled Coxeter groups. (This property is obvious for spherical

or affine Coxeter groups—these are amenable—and is proved in [JV] for Coxeter

groups that are hyperbolic in Gromov's sense, plus a few examples that are

neither spherical, nor affine, nor hyperbolic.)
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